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Ã¢â‚¬Å“The time draws near when it will be determined whether for the next thousand years the

Greater Archipelagos will be cursed or favored.Ã¢â‚¬Â•The final book in the SeekerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

Trilogy follows IvianaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s journey as she works to become what the prophecies promised:

The Glory-bringer. In doing so, she will bring about a revolution that will alter the course of the

Greater ArchipelagosÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ future.Or so says Era, the mysterious Atlantian teen who discovers

she is more than a hidden Seeker, but a Time-jumper and Dream-walker as well. On her first

unintentional time-jump, the future of the Greater Archipelagos is revealed to be harrowing for the

entire planet if Iviana does not fulfill her destiny.However, Iviana has discovered a dark secret

involving the council, including the current Realm Leader, her best friend, Flynn. Upon revealing her

knowledge of their transgression, Flynn warns she must flee, sending her back to her home world.

Unfortunately, Kaern is just as dangerous thanks to the unmerited witch-hunt set against her by Sir

Loric in an attempt to wreak his revenge.But when Iviana and Era discover they are able to visit one

another through dreams, Era reveals what she knows of the future and Iviana must find a way to

stop it before itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s too late. The fate of the Greater Archipelagos is literally hanging in the

balance and it is only a matter of time before the curse is set into motion once and for all.
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Seeker's Revolution, the grand finale of the Seeker's Triology, delivers just that--a GRAND finale! It

is filled with unexpected twists and turns. The story is riveting. I don't want to give any details

away--but readers will be well satisfied. It was pure JOY to read such an adventure unfolding that is

filled with spirituality that is pure. I highly recommend this book! It will so help teens and young

adults--but readers of any age will love it.- Crystal Wade

I gave it 5 stars because I loved that it was hard to put it down. As soon as I finished one book of the

trilogy, I'd buy the next. Such vivid details and wild imagination, but never losing the concept of God,

His goodness and mercy. Time travel, futuristic, other worlds!! Wow!! These 3 books have

everything. Strange at times. So farfetched, it was mind blowing. But, I loved them. Adventure upon

adventure!! Buckle your seatbelt, the Dragon lifts off shortly.

I am very impressed with Cassandra's beautiful ability to interweave supernatural fittings with God's

grace and mercy. God wishes all of us to be the kind of vessel that If I was, and to be filled to

overflowing with His spirit and power. This trilogy is definitely worth reading. I pray Cassandra will

bless us with more stories in the future. Well done! May God be given all the glory and praise!

This is he third book in the trilogy which continues the story of a girl who helps both her home

worlds using the powers given to her. It is well written and holds the readers interest right to the

surprising end. I'm looking forward to more stories by this author.

This was a great series. If you like Christian allegorical fiction, then you will also enjoy this series. It

is amazing what imagination and knowledge of G-d's word can create and also benefit the reader

and grow their faith.

Trusting in a higher power during many trials and overcoming obstacles is an inspiration to us all as

we face life challenges. Thank you for this wonderful trilogy.

I love the action and pace of this trilogy. I love that the author unabashedly heralds God and His

wonderful creations. I want more stories like this.



I loved this trilogy. The characters are intriguing as well as the story. I wish there were more books

in this series released now. Looks like I will have to wait awhile until the next books are released.
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